has my back because they know for every person that
says something negative there are probably 10,000
people cheering me on and wishing they had the balls
to get shot naked. I can say that I have had the same
experience that supermodels have…I have been shot
by Penthouse! This is historic. I would hate to think that
we did all this for nothing. I want to make history with
this shoot, at least in my mind. Because in my mind, I
will always know that I was taken care of and this wasn’t
some janky, pervy shoot. It’s already made history for
me. And of all the shots we took, I know we’ll use the
best ones…and through the miracle of technology, I’ll
look even better.
That’s always an area of contention on the internet—
people over-photoshopping their pictures.
I understand why they do it but I think if you’re
photoshopping to present an unrealistic image of

“PEOPLE CAN GO
FUCK THEMSELVES IF
THEY FELT ANY TYPE
OF WAY ABOUT WHAT
I’M DOING.”
yourself—when it’s overexaggerated and ridiculous—
that’s when we talk shit. If it’s done to camouflage a
few human flaws and accentuate the beauty, then it
can be okay. Taking blemishes or a mole off somebody
is fine. When they photoshop me they won’t be hiding
any poundage, it’s going to be hard to do that, although
I begged them to do it.
It’s been a crazy, scary six months for America. A
person sits in office who has repeatedly gone on
record shaming body types that are different from
his preference. He has referred to beautiful women
as pigs. Is this photo shoot in any way a fuck-you
to him?
Absolutely. The only thing that could have made this
photo shoot any better was if I was sitting in the lap of a
hot guy in a wheelchair because, you know, he shamed a
handicapped person as well—or tried to—which I thought
was moronic. Black people have always been put down
and taunted, but you really, really hit a new low when you
do that openly in the media to a handicapped person.
Having a sexy man in a wheelchair would have been the
only thing to make this shoot a bigger fuck-you to him.
My world doesn’t even deal in the world that Donald
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